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Abstracts

The North America IP Camera Market size is estimated at USD 3.9 billion in 2024, and

is expected to reach USD 7.54 billion by 2029, growing at a CAGR of 14.10% during the

forecast period (2024-2029).

IP cameras, or internet protocol cameras, are digital security cameras that

receive and send video footage via an IP network. Unlike analog closed-circuit

television cameras, IP cameras do not need a local recording device, only a

local network. The IP cameras are equipped with a processing chip that

compresses the video footage as it is recorded. The higher the camera

resolution, the more data each video recording contains, which requires more

storage space and bandwidth for transmission. IP cameras have evolved from

conventional analog cameras to digital cameras that transmit video data over an

IP network. These cameras offer superior image quality, higher resolution, and

advanced features like facial recognition and video analytics. Technological

advancements have improved IP cameras' performance and made them more

affordable & accessible to a wider consumer base in North America.

IP cameras provide flexibility in terms of placement, enabling surveillance in

various environments. They can be installed outdoors or indoors, as they are

designed to withstand different weather conditions. Wireless IP cameras

eliminate the need for a physical connection to the network, offering even

greater flexibility in placement options.

IP cameras often incorporate advanced video analytics capabilities, such as

motion detection, object tracking, and facial recognition. These intelligent
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features enhance the effectiveness of surveillance systems by

automatically alerting operators to suspicious activities or events. Video

analytics also enable efficient post-event analysis, helping in investigations and

evidence collection.

The rise of IoT applications has further fueled the adoption of IP cameras. With

the increasing interconnectivity between devices and the growing popularity of

smart homes and smart cities, IP cameras play a critical role in enhancing

security and providing real-time monitoring. IP cameras can be seamlessly

integrated with other IoT devices, like motion sensors and alarms, creating a

comprehensive surveillance ecosystem. This integration allows for automated

responses to events, such as triggering alarms or sending notifications to

authorized personnel, enhancing overall security and efficiency.

The integration of AI in IP cameras is expected to augment the demand for the

studied market. To that extent, in May 2023, CHeKT launched a new line of AI

IP cameras that feature advanced AI tracking algorithms, a rich library of

detection behaviors, which is claimed to offer deep learning features that

facilitate the cameras to learn and identify the objects detected and offer true

human & vehicle type identification, to remove any false objects that might

trigger detections.

However, the lack of interoperability between different camera brands and

software platforms poses a significant restraint to the growth of the studied

market. This limits the flexibility and scalability of IP camera systems, making it

difficult for customers to integrate cameras from different manufacturers.

Further, the initial cost of IP camera systems, including cameras, storage

devices, and network infrastructure, can be prohibitive for small and medium-

sized businesses. Additionally, the ongoing costs associated with maintaining

and upgrading these systems can burden businesses with limited budgets. The

high cost of IP camera systems often leads businesses to opt for traditional

analog camera systems, which are more affordable but lack the advanced

features and capabilities of IP cameras.

Income levels, demographic changes, and cultural preferences can also impact

the demand for IP cameras. According to the International Monetary Fund (IMF),

the gross domestic product (GDP) of the United States increased from USD

33.58 trillion in 2022 to USD 34.95 trillion in 2023. The robust economy of the
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United States is likely to aid the development of the studied market.

North America IP Camera Market Trends

The PTZ Segment is Expected to Drive the Market's Growth

PTZ (Pan-Tilt-Zoom) IP cameras have gained significant popularity in North

America due to their advanced features and capabilities. PTZ IP cameras offer

pan, tilt, and zoom functionalities, allowing for a wide coverage area. These

cameras can be remotely controlled, enabling users to adjust the viewing angle,

zoom in on specific areas, and track moving objects or individuals. These

cameras are designed to capture high-resolution video footage, ensuring clear

and detailed images. This feature is crucial for accurate identification and

evidence gathering in surveillance scenarios.

Further, advanced PTZ IP cameras come with intelligent tracking capabilities,

enabling them to automatically follow moving objects or individuals. This feature

enhances security and decreases the need for manual monitoring.

Compared to traditional analog cameras, PTZ IP cameras are more cost-

effective in the long run. They utilize existing network infrastructure, eliminating

the need for separate cabling and reducing installation and maintenance costs.

Moreover, PTZ IP cameras can be accessed and controlled remotely using a

smartphone, computer, or tablet. This feature allows users to monitor their

premises from anywhere, enhancing convenience and accessibility.

PTZ IP cameras find applications in various industries, including commercial,

residential, transportation, and government sectors. The versatility and

adaptability of these cameras make them suitable for a wide range of

surveillance needs, contributing to market growth. The increase in construction

activities in the region is likely to aid the growth of the studied market. For

instance, according to the US Census Bureau, the value of overall construction

output in the United States increased from USD 1,848.7 billion in 2022 to USD

1,980 billion in 2023.

The United States is Expected to Witness a High Market Growth Rate
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With the increase in crime rates and security threats, there has been a growing

demand for surveillance and monitoring systems in the United States. IP

cameras provide enhanced security capabilities, enabling real-time monitoring

and remote access from any location. The ability to integrate with other security

systems, such as access control and alarm systems, further strengthens the

security infrastructure. This increased emphasis on safety and security has

fueled the adoption of IP cameras across various sectors, including residential,

commercial, and public spaces.

The expansion of the retail market is likely to boost the growth of the studied

market. For instance, according to the US Census Bureau, by the end of 2023,

total retail sales in the United States reached approximately USD 7.24 trillion,

around a USD 1.5 billion increase from the year before.

Further, the decreasing cost of IP cameras is anticipated to be a significant

driver for the growth of the studied market in the United States. As technology

matures and competition increases, the prices of IP cameras have become

more affordable, making them a viable option for a wider range of customers.

Additionally, IP cameras eliminate the need for expensive analog infrastructure,

such as coaxial cables, DVRs, and multiplexers, resulting in business cost

savings. The cost efficiency of IP cameras has made them an attractive

alternative to traditional surveillance systems, boosting their market demand in

the country.

The emergence of cloud-based solutions has significantly boosted the IP

camera market in the United States. Cloud storage and video management

platforms provide cost-effective and scalable options for storing and managing

video footage. Cloud-based solutions eliminate the requirement for on-site

servers and storage devices, reducing infrastructure costs and simplifying

system maintenance. The convenience of accessing video footage from any

location and the ability to easily share data with authorized stakeholders have

further driven the adoption of cloud-based IP camera solutions.

Moreover, the integration of IP cameras with smart home systems is anticipated

to be a prominent driver for the studied market in the residential sector in the

United States. IP cameras can be seamlessly integrated with other smart home

devices like door locks, motion sensors, and video doorbells. This integration

facilitates homeowners in creating a comprehensive security ecosystem that can

be controlled and monitored through a single interface, providing convenience
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and peace of mind.

North America IP Camera Industry Overview

The North America IP camera market is a fragmented market with the presence of

several prominent market players like Johnson Controls International plc., Honeywell

International Inc., Sony Corporation, Panasonic Corporation, Bosch Security Systems,

etc. The market players are striving to innovate new products by way of extensive

investments in R&D, collaborations, and mergers to cater to the evolving demands of

consumers.

April 2024 - Honeywell showcased its key technologies in its security, fire, and

life safety product lines at the 2024 International Security Conference and

Exposition in Las Vegas, Nevada, USA. The company's latest 60 & 70 Series IP

cameras and NVR offerings provide an NDAA-compliant, cost-effective, and

more operationally efficient security solution suitable for large indoor and

outdoor applications.

December 2023- Hikvision released a range of advanced anti-corrosion

cameras. These cameras are claimed to have high durability and lightweight

polymer housings, allowing them to withstand harsh marine and industrial

environments. They are designed to offer durability and resilience to chemicals,

salt, and other corrosive materials and provide robust image quality, even in low-

light conditions.

Additional Benefits:

The market estimate (ME) sheet in Excel format

3 months of analyst support
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